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Abstract
This study aims to improve the ability of high-level thinking by developing learning models based on problems in senior high school students. The type study is research development. The subject of dissemination consists in 3 district/city in North Sumatera, namely: SMK Negeri 6 Medan, MAN Deli Serdang Distric and SMA Yapim Taruna Langkat Distric, SMA YPK Medan City. Instrument of Collecting data used are observation guidelines, questionnaires, interview guides, students mathematics text books for 11th grade in Senior high school, Teacher’s guide book, instrument of pre-test and post-test. Development of model is adopted from Thiagarajan’s model and Semmel & Semmel’s model. This study has compiled teaching materials in the form of textbooks for students’ and teacher’s guide book that includes the structured steps of solving mathematical problems based on problem solving which can construct high-level thinking. Results of dissemination showed a significant improvement of students’ problem solving ability in three districts/cities in North Sumatra at four schools.
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1. Introduction
Failures in school mathematics are largely associated with teaching traditions that are Not in accordance with the way most students learn (National Research Council [NRC], 1989). In effective teaching and learning of mathematics due to the traditional method (TM) of teaching that has dominated the classroom worldwide has been associated with the dismal performances of students in mathematics (Van de Walt & Maree, 2007; Dossey, McCrone, Giordano, & Weir, 2002). Traditional methods of teaching mathematics have been found to be very defective and full of many inadequacies that do not allow students to actively construct their own mathematical knowledge (Dubinsky, 1991; Mji, 2003). It has adversely affected effective learning at the different levels of education. Education is facing many challenges in terms of student performance particularly in the physical sciences (DoE, 2006) and this is as result of the introduction of new topics into the curriculum which the teachers perceive as difficult to teach (DoE, 2006; Turmudi, 2010; Fatade, et al, 2013). Recommended structure teaching of mathematical concepts and skills around problems to be solved (Checkly, 1997; Wood & Sellars, 1996; Wood & Sellars, 1997) Encourage students to work cooperatively with others (D. Johnson & R. Johnson, 1975; Davidson, 1990)

The need to set standards for higher order thinking skills has been documented throughout the 1980s and 1990s. In the 1980s, documentation came from the National Assessment for Educational Progress (NAEP); the National Commission on Excellence in Education in A Nation at Risk (1983); Goodlad’s A Place Called School (1984), which focused on social studies and science; the 1985 Commission on Reading report called Becoming a Nation of Readers (Anderson, 1985); and the 1986 Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy’s Task Force on Teaching (Carnegie Corporation, 1986).

Students’ interaction in ways that both support and challenge one another’s strategic thinking (Artzt, Armour-Thomas, & Curcio, 2008). Observation result showed that Learning Model of Mathematics in Senior High School this time is not referred to specific learning theory yet. At the Learning process in the class, students were given ordinary problems that can be solved with simple analysis and mechanistic solution. Almost all of the learning process of mathematics in school beginning with shares of definition, formula, example, and ends with
exercises. Occasionally be found, the proof of mathematical problems are solved by using a figure or a simple sketch. This condition was notable to improve the creativity and critical thinking of students.

Moreover in learning at the class, Students are not accustomed to thinking axiomatic deductive, also students are not supported by their mathematics textbooks that are used. Most of the learning process of mathematics in SMA, lead students to memorize, solving mathematical problems ordinarily and a simple analyze inductively by following existing examples. Ironically, Teacher teach students by following monotonous method that are given in mathematics text books without considering student’s cognitive improvement level. Whereas, learning mathematics requires innovation and creativity of teachers and students. Due to it, Sumarmo (2005) state that student’s problem solving ability is still low. This notion of loss of control associated with a lack of confidence to allow students to explore and investigate freely is an important issue in being prepared to adopt problemsolving approaches, particularly if problem solving is considered to be a process of inquiry (Smith, 2000; Surya, 2013; Nasution, Surya & Syahputra, 2015). In addition, a teacher’s competence in relation to problem solving was considered to be a real issue for one respondent who suggested

In the Curriculum 2013, the learning is using scientific method, multi-strategy, multimedia, adequate learning source and technology, and utilizing the environment as a learning resource. Learning Model that used is problem based learning. This model is appropriate to improve student's mathematical problem solving ability. In the learning process, student’s activity is started with observation, then asking questions, trying, making network, and analyzing. Therefore now and future, we need learning model that should be able to improve student's mathematical problem solving ability in Secondary High School.

1.1 Problem-Based Learning

Problem-based learning began at McMaster University Medical School over 25 years ago. It has since been implemented in various undergraduate and graduate programs around the world. Additionally, elementary and secondary schools have adopted PBL. The PBL approach is now being used in few community colleges also. Problem-Based Learning (PBL) describes a learning environment where problems drive the learning. That is, learning begins with a problem to be solved, and the problem is posed is such a way that students need to gain new knowledge before they can solve the problem. Rather than seeking a single correct answer, students interpret the problem, gather needed information, identify possible solutions, evaluate options, and present conclusions. Proponents of mathematical problem solving insist that students become good problem solvers by learning mathematical knowledge heuristically. Students' successful experiences in managing their own knowledge also help them solve mathematical problems well (Shoenfeld, 1985; Boaler, 1998). Problem-based learning is a classroom strategy that organizes mathematics instruction around problem solving activities and affords students more opportunities to think critically, present their own creative ideas, and communicate with peers mathematically (Krulik & Rudnick, 1999; Lewellen & Mikusa, 1999; Erickson, 1999; Carpenter et al., 1993; Hiebert et al., 1997; Padmavathy, & Mareesh, 2013).

Problem-based curricula provide students with guided experience in learning through solving complex, real-world problems. PBL was designed with several important goals (Barrows and Kelson, 1995). It is designed to help students 1) construct an extensive and flexible knowledge base; 2) develop effective problem-solving skills; 3) develop self-directed, lifelong learning skills; 4) become effective collaborators; and 5) become intrinsically motivated to learn. (Hmelo-Silver, 2002)

1.2 Higher-Order Thinking Skills

The challenge of defining “thinking skills, reasoning, critical thought, and problem solving” has been referred to as a conceptual swamp in a study by Cuban (as cited in Lewis & Smith, 1993, p. 1), and as a “century old problem” for which “there is no well-established taxonomy or typology” (Haladyna, 1997, p. 32). In addition, explanations of how learning occurs have been viewed as inadequate, with no single theory adequately explaining “how all learning takes place” (Crowl, Kaminsky, & Podell, 1997, p. 23). Several factors may account for these views about thinking and learning. First, different types of learning require different teaching strategies. No single method works for all learning, although specific strategies work for specific types. Second, intelligence is no longer seen as an unchanging general ability but rather a kaleidoscope of abilities that can be affected by a variety of factors, including teaching strategies. Third, the understanding of the thinking process has shifted to a multidimensional view—much more like a complex network of interactive capabilities rather than a linear, hierarchical, or spiral process. Fourth, the research over the last two decades has focused on more specialized topics such as insight, wait time for problem solving, visual imagery and metaphors, and schemata. Despite the challenges related to defining higher order thinking, educators, administrators, and evaluators in Florida and across the nation have expressed agreement about the value of teaching it (Carrol, 1989; Cotton,
1997; Ennis, 1993; Glaser & Resnick, 1991; Haladyna, 1997; Howe & Warren, 1989; Huberty & Davis, 1998; Kauchak & Eggen, 1998; Kerka, 1986; King, 1997; Marzano, Brandt, Hughes, Jones, Presseisen, Rankin, & Suhor, 1988; Patrick, 1986; Siowck-Lee, 1995; Young, 1997). There is a renewed awareness that, although information and memory provide “a refrigerator in which to store a stock of meanings for future use,” it is Higher Order Thinking Skills

Page 8 judgment that “selects and adopts the one to be used in an emergency . . .” (Dewey, 1933, p. 125). Complex real-life problems often demand complex solutions, which are obtained through higher level thinking processes. Teaching higher order thinking, then, provides students with relevant life skills and offers them an added benefit of helping them improve their content knowledge, lower order thinking, and self-esteem (DeVries & Kohlberg, 1987; McDavitt, 1993; Son & VanSickle, 1993).

2. Method

This Study is kind of the development research. The stages of learning model follow the procedure of Thiagarajan et al. (1974). According to Thiagarajan et al. (1974), Development model that used is refers to four D-Model. Where consist of 4 steps namely define, design, develop, and disseminate. Results of development are described as follows:

Table 1. Stage of definition and make the identification purpose of learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Researcher Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Analysis Curriculum 2013 and SKL Secondary High School (SMA/MA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Theory-Analysis of Problem-Based Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Characteristic Analysis, Background, and Development of student's cognitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Selection of learning media, Selection of Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>*-Material Analysis *-Concept Analysis *- Assignment Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>Identification Purpose of Learning Mathematics in SMA/MA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of this stage are set and defining learning activity by conducting analysis purpose and material limitations. In the stage of Define, will be described five activities that must be done namely: ujung-depan analysis (analysis Mathematics curriculum of SMA), Students analysis, concept and material analysis, assignment and formulation of learning purpose. Stage of define are described as follows:

a. Ujung-Depan Analysis

Purpose of this analysis is to analyze the basic problem that encountered in the development of learning model. Several things to note in Ujung-Depan Analysis are curriculum of 2013 and learning theory of Problem-Based Learning.

b. Students Analysis

This analysis is done by observing the characteristics, ability and initial knowledge of students both as individuals and groups. In this analysis, it also can be seen the student characteristic in accordance with the design and development of teaching material. These characteristics consist of ability and background, experience, attitudes toward learning topics, media selection, the selection of format, language used and the cognitive development of students.

c. Concept and material Analysis

This analysis intended to identify, specify, compile systematically relevant material. The material will be developed then tested and taught by problem-based learning based on the ujung-depan analysis.

d. Assignment Analysis

This analysis intended to identify skills of students that are needed in mathematics curriculum in SMA based on curriculum 2013 and analyze it to a sub frame of skill.

e. Formulation of learning purpose

This analysis intended to convert the purpose of the assignment analysis and concepts analysis into specific learning objectives that expressed by the behavior of students in learning.
Table 2. Stage of Identification of Indicator, Determining the Textbook Material, and Initial Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Researcher Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Identification Indicator the purpose of learning and basic competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Determining the mathematics textbook material Problem based learning of 11th grade in SMA/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Initial design of mathematics textbook of 11th grade in SMA/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Arranging of mathematics textbook-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This stage are purposed to design the learning model and supporting instrument that consist of Students mathematics textbooks of 11th grade in SMA/MA based on Problem Based Learning and Teacher’s guide book. Result of design is called Draft-I. The activity of this stage consist of identify indicator of learning objectives and basic competence, define Problem based learning as the basis of Learning model of mathematics, initial design of mathematics book-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA, and drafting the mathematics book-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA.

Table 3. Stage of Revision, Revision-I, Trials, and Revision-II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Researcher Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>mathematics textbook-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA and Teacher's guide book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Revision by expert from Mathematics Education and Indonesia language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Revision-I Substantial of content, language and Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Limited Trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>Revision-II Substantial of content, language and Format</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this stage there are four activities, namely:

a. Validation

Stage of developing, started with validation by an expert then validation is conducted to the instrument of students textbook and teacher’s guide book where it is designed in stage 2 (Draft I). Validation is conducted to content teaching material, language and format that is used. Validation are conducted by an expert of mathematics in Senior high school, expert of indonesian literature, and expert of learning theory of mathematics for school. Aspects that are observed namely: whether steps scientific approach (observe, ask, try, associate and communicate) has been qualified on students textbooks and teacher’s guide book, whether subject matter is arranged in a hierarchical (ordered according pre conditions material), whether sentence in the students textbook and teachers guide book is easy to understand, whether sentence in the text is not ambiguous, whether display and content of the text book interesting, whether the questions varied, whether the questions are presented contextually, whether sentences in questions are not ambiguous.

b. Revise

After experts provide the results of the assessment, Team revised the tools and instruments. Suggestions of experts are used to complete the mathematics book-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA and teacher’s guide book. The result of revised students book-manuscript and teacher’s guide book at this stage is called revision-I.

c. Trials

After doing revision-I for students book-manuscript, teacher’s guide book, and other instruments, The next activity doing trials on a limited basis. The trial is called as limited because of its dependence on the schedule of learning materials in schools were tested. So not all the material in students book-manuscript can be tested. Trials were conducted in four schools in 3 city/district in North Sumatera namely; SMA Swasta Yapim Taruna Stabat Langkat district, SMK Negeri 6 Medan City, SMA YPK Medan City, and MAN Lubuk Pakam Deli Serdang District. The Aspect that was observed in this trials is whether sentences in student textbook are easy to understand, whether the sentence in the book does not have a double meaning, whether display and content of the book interesting, whether the questions in student textbook varies, and whether the question in student textbook is easy to understand. In addition, the processes and activities of the students also studied during the implementation of the trial took place. Aspects are observed consist of; whether students are actively observing the learning material in each study group, whether students are actively asked in a group study, whether students
are actively trying to solve the problems given in the textbook, whether students can connect information obtained from a given problem according to their way, whether students communicate the results of his thoughts with his friend whether students doing activities that are not related to ongoing learning, whether teachers arrange study groups at the beginning of learning, whether teachers give scaffolding, whether teachers give appropriate answers students questions, whether teachers instruct students to observe, ask, try, associate and communicate.

\textit{d. 2nd Revise}

After Trials has been done, team revisions to the content of students book-manuscript and teacher’s guide book and other instruments. The Revisions are based on the invention of a trial result. Refinement has been done on formatting, grammar of Indonesia Language in a sentence (so contains number response) and graphs or pictures (so has a meaning that can be understood by students).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 4</th>
<th>Researcher Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Validation trials in SMA Swasta Yapim Taruna Stabat Langkat District, SMK Negeri 6 Medan, SMA YPK Medan, and MAN Lubuk Pakam, Deli Serdang District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Instrument of learning model consists of mathematics textbook-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA and Teacher's guide book etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this stage, there is only one activity. That is Validation trials. For the process of learning in the class, instruments that used are textbook-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA, Teacher’s guide book and other instruments. While, Learning model that implemented is based on problem solving that used textbook-manuscript of 11th grade in SMA/MA and Teacher’s guide book. This Activity was conducted in SMA Privat Yapim Taruna Stabat Langkat District, SMK Negeri 6 Medan City, SMA YPK Medan, and MAN Lubuk Pakam Deli Serdang District.

Figure 1 shows the fishbone diagram that illustrates the development process of learning model and achievement targets.
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\textbf{Figure 1. Fishbone diagram}

\textbf{3. Result and Discussion}

\textit{3.1 Result of Study}

Results of this research consist of learning models and supporting instruments which are; one package of
mathematics learning instrument of 11th grade in SMA/MA, questionnaires, observation guidelines, interview
guides, students mathematics textbook of 11th grade in SMA/MA, teacher’s guide book, and instrument of
pre-test and post-test.

Based on trials on four schools in three city/district obtained the following results: as 33 from 37 students (89%) of 11th grade students in SMK Negeri 6 Medan said that the sentence in the book is easy to understand. 25 students (68%) said that the sentence in the book does not have a double meaning. As 34 students (92%) said that the display contents of the book interesting and as 31 students (84%) said that the problems in the book vary. As more important, there are 22 students (59%) said that the sentence in the problem is easy to understand. In SMA Swasta YAPIM Stabat, 25 from 41 students (61%) of 11th grade said that the sentence in the book is easy to understand. As 27 students (66%) said that the sentence in the book does not have a double meaning. As 35 students (85%) said that the display contents of the book interesting and as 39 students (95%) said that the problems in the book vary. As 23 students (56%) said that the sentence in the problem is easy to understand.

In SMA YPK Medan as 32 from 37 students (86%) of 11th grade said that the sentence in the book is easy to understand. As 25 students (68%) said that the sentence in the book does not have a double meaning. As 21 students (57%) said that the display contents of the book interesting and as 34 students (92%) said that the problems in the book vary. While as 27 students (73%) said that the sentence in the problem is easy to understand. In MAN Lubuk Pakam there are 31 from 32 students (97%) of 11th grade said that the sentence in the book is easy to understand. As 30 students (94%) said that the sentence in the book does not have a double meaning. As 22 students (69%) said that the display contents of the book interesting, as 26 students (81%) said that the problems in the book vary. As 29 students (91%) said that the sentence in the problem is easy to understand.

In addition, there is a significant improvement of student’s mathematical problem-solving ability. It is proven by the differences in an average of normalized gain between the result of learning in Cycle-I and Cycle-II. The students average of N-Gain in Cycle-I is 0.312 and in Cycle-II is 0.441. After trials with t-test there is the significant improvement from both of result.

3.2 Discussion

Piaget observed the activities of children and later developed tasks to test developmental growth in the children. From this observation came Piaget’s idea that cognitive development occurs in stages and that this development progresses through active interaction with the environment and the development of “schemes”. This “active interaction” is one of the major components of PBL. Piaget suggests that these schemes are built through self-directed, active interaction and when a new situation, or problem, arises we try to apply our scheme to a new situation (Qayumi, 2001). Lev Vygotsky, a social constructivist, suggested the idea of the zone of proximal development (ZPD) which is the difference between what a learner can do on their own and what they can achieve with teacher help or scaffolding. He suggests that learning is achieved by imitating and modeling more experienced learners and that social context is required for learning and development (Gebhard, 2008). He further suggests that learning and development require authentic tasks to achieve the learner’s full potential. Authentic activities must be relevant to the learner, in other words a “real world” activity. Lastly, Vygotsky suggests that learning is a personal process and in coordination with real-world activities motivation of the student is increased as disinterest decreases (Gebhard, 2008). These factors can be seen in the underlying principles of PBL. Real-world, relevant, authentic situational learning is of core importance to PBL in the medical classroom and the role of the tutor fulfills the need for experienced scaffolding and imitation while peers provide the social learning aspect (Pagander and Read, 2014).

Padmavathy and Mareesh (2013) in the result of the study revealed that problem-based learning had effect in teaching mathematics and improve students understanding, ability to use concepts in real life. From the test results that have been conducted, the learning activity is going well as expected. Students are actively observing learning material and asking in their study group. The students are actively trying solve the problem that is given. Student can connect the information that they got from the problem given. Students are actively communicating their opinion to their study group. Significantly, we cannot see the students do things outside of learning. In the other side, research shows that teachers always arrange study group to form of 3 until 4 students in the beginning of learning. Teacher gives scaffolding, gives the correct answer based on student’s questions and teacher always direct students to observe, ask, try, associate, and communicate the learning material with their a each study group. After that, every group must present their work in front of the class. This phenomenon is consistent with results of research Muncarno (2001) which argues that learning using steps of problem solving can foster
earnestness of students during the learning takes place, involvement in the learning process makes the class seem alive and excited to answer questions and solve the problems given by the teacher. In addition, research that done by Suwangsih (2004) informs that mathematics problem-based learning using model Group Investigation Technique can improve student’s learning outcome. Suwangsih’s opinion is consistent with the result of this study. In quantitatively there is a significant improvement in student’s mathematical problem-solving ability from learning Cycle-I to next Cycle.

4. Conclusion

Concretely learning model can be implemented to improve students’ high-level thinking ability in solving mathematical problem. In addition, this study creates the teaching material in the form of mathematics textbook of 11th grade in Senior High School students and teacher’s guide book where is included the structured steps of mathematics problem solving to construct the high-level thinking. The result of trial shows a significant improvement of student mathematical problem solving ability.

5. Suggestion

Based on these results, the researchers recommended that the learning model and the entire instrument are applied in the mathematics learning for 11th grade in Senior High School students. The main instruments in this model are students textbook and teacher’s guidebook. Thus, students get used to construct high-level thinking in mathematics learning.
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